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The many we have examined do not specify what is exactly included in the plan 
and do not give a breakdown of the costs. For example - coffins; they are often 
not specified yet many types and styles exist. This is a possible problem, as all 

coffins differ in price and are often specifically chosen by families for many 

varying reasons. We are concerned that this lack of transparency and detail may 
lead to consumer confusion. Coffin detail should be correctly specified and noted 

to avoid this possible issue. 

Funeral Directors are required to give a detailed estimate for "At Need" funerals, 
a practice confirmed after the last Office of Fair Trading review and is advocated 
by the two main Trade Associations, namely the National Association of Funeral 
Directors and the Society of Allied & Independent Funeral Directors. This 
practice should be extended to include all funeral plans, both "at need" and "pre
paid". 

Funeral Plans are bought for good reason as it facilitates the funeral 
arrangement and can make it easier to budget and spread the cost. As mentioned 
previously, the concern is the lack of itemisation and cost detail. If plans are sold 
by agents, a further issue arises. The "face value" of the plan may be diminished 
as money is sliced by commissions and management charges before they are 
finally re-sold to participating funeral directors. FFMA members advocate that 
such commissions should be declared on the plan at the point of sale, so the true 

value of the Funeral Plan can be correctly ascertained by the consumer. 

The FFMA advocates choice and its members are concerned that many of the 
Independent Funeral Directors who they supply are exclusively contracted to a 
single plan provider, often to enjoy enhanced benefits on commissions and 

funeral allocations from the plan provider. The FFMA believes such contractual 
arrangements may restrict consumer choice as they effectively tie the funeral 
director to one plan provider. 

Please let us know if we can be of further help to the CMA. 

Yours sincerely, 

President, 
on behalf of the FFMA. 




